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We prove a conjecture of Welsh, that for every matroid M without coloops, 
v(M) + 6(M) < p(M) + K(M) where v(M) is the maximum number of pairwise 
disjoint circuits, e(M) is the minimum number of circuits whose union is E(M), 
p(M) is the corank of M, and K(M) is the number of connected components of 
M. For binary matroids the result was previously proved by Oxley. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall assume familiarity with basic matroid theory-for an introduction 
to the subject, see Welsh [5]. Our terminology is more or less standard, 
but we give a short review here of the terms which may be unclear. 
M* is the matroid dual to M. The prefix “co-” dualizes a term (e.g. coloop, 
coparallel, cocircuit, corank). If X C E(M), then M\X is the restriction of M 
to E(M) - X, that is, it has elements E(M) - X and circuits just those 
circuits of M which are disjoint from X. M/X is the result of the dual operation 
of contraction. A matroid is connected if every pair of distinct elements are 
contained in a circuit. It is known [6] that if X, y are contained in a circuit 
and so are y, z, then so are X, z; hence for any matroid M, E(M) may be 
partitioned into non-empty sets X, ,..., XKtM) say such that the restriction 
of M to each Xi is connected and such that every circuit of M is a subset 
of one of X, ,..., XKtM) . This decomposition is unique, and the restrictions 
of M to X1 ,..., XKtM) are called the connected components of M. 
The exchange axiom says that if C, , C2 are circuits of a matroid M, and 
x E Cl A Cz and y E Cl - C, , then there is a circuit C of M with 
The corank of X C E(M) is denoted p(X), and p@(M)) is abbreviated to p(M). 
v(M) denotes the maximum number of circuits of M which are pairwise 
disjoint. Now if C1 ,..., C,. are pairwise disjoint circuits, choose xi E Ci for 
each i; then (x, ,..., x,] does not include a cocircuit (because no circuit and 
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cocircuit can intersect in just one element) and so (x, ,. .., x,} is independent 
in M*. Hence Y < p(M), and thus v(M) < p(M). 
e(M) denotes the minimum number of circuits of M whose union is E(M) 
(assuming that M has no coloops). Let B be a base of M, and for each 
e E E(M) - B, let C, be the circuit of M included in B u (e]. For eachfE B, 
let Dp be the cocircuit of M disjoint from B - (f}. Now forfE B, there exists 
e E Df - {f}, provided that f is not a coloop; and then f~ C, , because 
1 C, n Df 1 # 1. Thus if M has no coloops, the collection (C,: e E E(M) - B} 
has union E(M), and so 
e(M) < I E(M) - B I = p(M). 
Our object in this paper is to give a common extension of these results, 
first conjectured by D. J. A. Welsh, and proved for binary matroids by 
J. G. Oxley [2]. 
THEOREM. For any matroid M without coloops, 
09 + e(M) < p(M) + K(M). 
The previous results may be derived from this, because evidently v(M), 
e(M) 3 K(M). 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We require a lemma about critically-connected matroids which is essentially 
lemma (2.2) of [3], but for completeness we reprove it. The lemma ((2.3) 
below) appears here reformulated and strengthened slightly. 
(2.1) If Z1 , Z2 C S and o # Z1 , 2, # S, then there exist x, y E S such 
that Z1 , Z2 both contain exactly one of x, y. 
The proof is obvious. 
(2.2) (Tutte [4]) If M is a connected matroid and z E E(M), then either 
M\(z) or M/(z) is connected. 
Proof. Suppose that neither M\(z) nor M/(z) is connected. Let Z, , Z, 
be the set of elements of a connected component of M\(z), M/(z) respectively. 
Then o # Z1, Z, # E(M) - ( z >, and so by (2.1) there exist x, y E E(M) - 
(z] so that Z, , Zz both contain exactly one of x, y. But M is connected, and 
so there is a circuit C of M containing x and y. If z & C then C is a circuit of 
M\(z); and if z E C then C - {z> is a circuit of M/(z). In either case the choice 
of x, y is contradicted, as required. 
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(2.3) If C is a circuit of a connected matroid M, and no pair of elements of C 
are coparallel, then M\(x) is connected for some x E C. 
Proof. We use induction on 1 C I. The result is certainly true when 
1 C 1 = 1, and so we assume that 1 C 1 > 2. Choose z E C. We may assume 
that M\(z) is not connected, and so M/(z) is connected, by (2.2). C - (z} 
is a circuit of M/( z > , and the contraction of z cannot create any new pairs 
of coparallel elements; so by induction there exists x E C - (z> such that 
is connected. Suppose, for a contradiction, that M\(x) is not connected. 
Then (z> is the element set of a connected component of M\(x), and so z is a 
loop or coloop of M\(x). Thus either z is a loop of M, or z is a coloop of M, 
or (x, z} is a cocircuit of M. Each of these alternatives contradicts our 
hypotheses about C. 
(2.4) Suppose that C, ,..., C,. are pairwise disjoint circuits of a matroid M, 
and that xi E Ci (I < i < r). Suppose further that M has at least one more 
circuit. Then there is a circuit C of M such that xi $ C (1 < i < r). 
Proof Let 9 be the collection of all circuits of M different from C1 ,..., C,; 
then 9 # m . Choose D E’ 9 with D n (x, ,..., x,} minimal. Suppose, for a 
contradiction, that D n (x, ,..., x,} # la, and choose xi E D. Now D # Ci ; 
choose y E Ci - D. By the exchange axiom there is a circuit D’ C Ci u D 
with y E D’ and xi 4 D’. Hence D’ # C1 ,. . ., C, , and so D’ E 3. This contra- 
dicts the minimality of D n {x, ,..., xT}, as required. 
(2.5) Suppose that C, ,..., C,. are pairwise disjoint circuits of a matroid M, 
and that xi E Ci (1 < i < r). Suppose further that M has at least one more 
circuit. Then there is a circuit C of M d$erent from C, ,..., C, such that for 
each i, either xi E C or C n Ci = a. 
Proof. We use induction on r; the result is certainly true if r = 0, and 
so we assume that r > 0 and that the result is true for all smaller values of r. 
Let .9 be the collection of all circuits differept from C1 ,. .., C, ; then 9 # 0. 
Suppose first that there exists D E .9 such that D n C1 = 0. Then the 
required result follows from our inductive hypothesis applied to M\C, . 
We therefore assume that C1 has nonempty intersection with every member 
of 9. 
Let go be (D E 9: x1 E D}. We claim that go # 0. Certainly 9 # 0 ; 
choose D E 9. Tf x1 E D then go # 0 as required, and so we assume that 
x1 $ D. Now D n C, # 0 ; choose y E D n C1 . By the exchange axiom, 
there is a circuit D’ C D u C, with x1 E D’ and y 4 D’. Evidently D’ + 
C 1 ,“., C, , and so D’ E 3; but x1 E D’, and so 9,, # 0, as required. 
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Choose X C C1 - (x,} maximal with the property that there exists D E go 
disjoint from X. Then certainly X # la ; choose x E X. Choose D E B,, 
suchthatXr\D = o. 
Now Cz ,..., C, are pairwise disjoint circuits of M\X, and D is another 
circuit of this matroid; and so by our inductive hypothesis, there is a circuit 
C of M\X different from Cz ,. . . , C, such that for 2 < i < r, either xi E C or 
C n Ci = o . C is a circuit of M; we claim that C satisfies the requirements 
of the theorem. We must check that C # CI and that x1 E C. Certainly 
c $1 Cl, because x 4 C. Suppose, for a contradiction, that x1 $ C. 
C n Cl # 0 ; choose y E C n C, . Then y E C n D, and x1 E D - C, and so 
by the exchange axiom there is a circuit C’ C C u D with x1 E C’ and y $ C’. 
Then C’ # C, ,..., C, , and so C’ E go ; and yet 
C’n(Xu{y)) = 0 
contrary to the maximality of X. This completes the proof. 
(2.5) THEOREM. For any matroid M without coloops, 
v(M) + WW < p(M) + K(M). 
Proof. We use induction on 1 E(M)/; the result is true when 1 E(M)1 < 1, 
and we assume that 1 E(M)I > 2, and that the result is true for all matroids 
with fewer elements. 
We may assume that M is connected; for if not, we may apply our inductive 
hypothesis to its connected components to obtain the result. Thus K(M) = 1. 
Now 1 E(M)] > 2, and so M has no loops (because it is connected). 
We may assume that no two elements are coparallel; for if e, , e2 are coparallel 
the contraction of el does not change any of the numbers V, 8, p, K and so the 
result follows by induction. 
Let cl ,..., C”(M) be pairwise disjoint circuits. By (2.3), there exists xi E CI 
such that M\{x,) is connected. For 2 < i < V(M), we define xi inductively, by 
choosing xi E Ci such that M\(x, ,.. ., xi} is connected. This is possible by (2.3), 
unless two elements x, y E Ci are coparallel in M\(x, ,..., Xi-l>. But if that is 
so, then (x, y> u X = D (say) is a cocircuit of M for some X C {x, ,. .., x&. 
( D n Cj 1 # 1 for j < i, and so xj $ D; thus X = o , and x, y are coparallel in 
M, contrary to our previous assumption. Thus x1 ,..., x,(M) are well-defined. 
M has a circuit different from C1 ,. . ., CV(M) , because v(M) > 1, 1 C, 1 > 2, 
and no two elements of C1 are coparallel. Thus by (2.5), M has a circuit C 
different from C, ,.. ., CVfM) such that for 1 < i < v(M), either xi E C or 
C n Ci = a. Put (1,. . ., v(M)) = Z LJ J, where 
CnCi= 0 (i E Z) 
Xi E C (i E J). 
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By (2.4) applied to the matroid M\U (Ci: i E I), there is a circuit C’ of this 
matroid and hence of M, such that xi $ C’ (i E J) and such that C’ A Ci = o 
(i E I). Let M’ be the matroid M\(xi: i E J>. First, M’ is connected, because 
M\h ,..., x,(M)) is connected and for each i E Z there is a circuit of M’ (viz. Ci) 
containing xi and intersecting E(M\(x, ,. . . , x,(~)}). Second, M’ has no coloops; 
because it is connected and [ E(M’)I >, 1 C’ / > 2. Third, p(M’) = p(M) - 
1 J I; because in M, E(M) - ( x * i E J} spans E(M). Fourth, v(M’) 2 i. 
v(M) - I J I + 1; because C’ and Ci (i E I) are pairwise disjoint circuits of M’. 
Fifth, 8(M) < (!@I’) + 1; because (Xi: i E J> 2 C. Sixth, ] E(M’)I < ] E(M)]; 
because by definition of v(M), C is not disjoint from all of C, ,..., CVtM) . 
By induction, 
“CM’) + e(M’) < p(M’) + K(M’), 
and the required inequality follows on substitution. 
3. REMARKS 
(1) James Oxley (private communication) observed the following. 
Suppose that H is a collection of non-empty subsets of a set S, such that 
S = u (A E H). Let v(H) be the maximum number of pairwise disjoint 
members of W, let 7(H) be the minimum cardinality of a set X C S such that 
X n A # o for each A E H. Then v(H) ,( T(H); we call T(H) - v(H) the 
packing defect of H. The covering defect is the set-point dual of this; it is 
defined to be e(H) - K(H), where B(H) is the minimum number of members 
of H whose union is S, and K(H) is the maximum cardinality of a set X C S 
such that 1 X n A 1 < 1 for each A E H. Then we may reformulate the 
theorem (2.5) as: 
Let H be the collection of circuits of a matroid with no coloops. Then the 
packing defect of H is greater than or equal to the covering defect. 
One may ask-what other conditions on H lead to interesting relationships 
between the packing and covering defects? A theorem of Gallai [l] is of this 
form; he proved that when all members of H have cardinality two, the 
packing and covering defects are equal. 
(2) The following result, although superficially stronger than (2.5), is 
easily deduced from it. 
Let M be a connected matroid without coloops, with corank p, and let 
C 1 ,. . ., C, be pairwise disjoint circuits. Then r < p and there are circuits 
C r+l 9.‘. C p+l such that each element of M occurs in at least two of 
c 1 ,"', ccJ+1 * 
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Proof. For each e E E(M) - (Cl LJ ..* u C,.), replace e by two coparallel 
edges e, , e2 , and then add e3 parallel with el . Apply (2.5) to the result. 
(3) When does equality occur in (2.5)? Not always (e.g. U& , &‘(K,) 
for large n) but apparently quite often; probably too often for there to be 
a nice characterization (e.g. duals of projective geometries; also the following 
obscure matroid:-take S = (1, 2,..., 15); let Xi = (3i - 2, 3i - 1, 3i) 
(i = l,..., 5); let M have circuits X, ,..., X,andallXZSwithIX[ = 6such 
that 1 X n Xi 1 = 2 for three values of i.) Even characterizing the binary 
matroids which attain equality looks difficult. For example, the cycle matroid 
of the graph obtained from K3 by replacing its three edges by 3,3 and 2 
parallel edges respectively, does not attain equality, but when the numbers 
are 4, 3, 2 it does. I have no idea what a characterization might be. 
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